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Expertly presents, from start to finish, the process of programming commercially viable computer games! This is the kind of book that you won't let out of our sight. From page one, Mike McShaffry, a leading programmer for Origin Systems (Makers of Wing Commander and the Ultima series) and Microsoft (Bicycle Casino), shows you how to create and code the very best interactive games. With dozens of tips and code illustrations, plus extensive narration of critical non-code issues, Game Coding Complete is the guide to orchestrating bug-free, high-quality game code that passes the muster of leading publishers such as Electronic Arts and Microsoft. The book covers all critical facets of programming, working with teams, selecting the right game architecture, testing and debugging, scheduling, and more. The book includes hundreds of insider tricks and techniques used by programmers who learned their craft on cutting edge titles such as Ultima Online. The C++ language is used throughout to explain specific programming concepts. This book is destined to become a classic for all game programmers. Foreword by game industry icon Warren Spector.
In this book you will learn:  

* The nuts and bolts of the game coding process
 * Insider techniques for writing top-notch game code
 * 2D and 3D graphics techniques used by professional game developers
 * Unique insight on critical algorithms you can't live without, debugging secrets, and tips for managing critical projects
 * Key "gotchas" to avoid that can really hurt game development projects

With dozens of tips and code illustrations, plus extensive narration of critical non-code issues, Game Coding Complete is the guide to orchestrating bug-free, high-quality game code that will pass muster with leading game publishers such as Electronic Arts and Microsoft. This book covers all critical facets of game programming, working with teams, selecting the right game architecture, code optimization, and more.

 About the Author 

Mike McShaffry started programming games as soon as he could tap a keyboard. Shortly after high school graduation he entered the boot camp of the computer game industry: Origin Systems. He worked Martian Dreams, Ultima VII: The Black Gate, Ultima VIII: Pagan, Ultima IX: Ascension, and Ultima Online. Exactly seven years from the day he was hired, Mike arranged his escape and in 1997 formed his first company, Tornado Alley, a garage start-up whose goal was to create No Grownups Allowed, a massively multiplayer world for children. He later worked at Glass Eye Entertainment, working for Monty Kerr, where he produced Microsoft Casino. Ten short months later, Monty asked Mike and his newly assembled team to start their own company called Compulsive Development, which would work exclusively with Microsoft on casual casino and card games. Mike is currently the Head of Software Development for Glass Eye Entertainment.
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SonarQube in ActionManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		SonarQube in Action shows developers how to use the SonarQube platform to help them continuously improve their source code. The book presents SonarQube's core Seven Axes of Quality: design/architecture, duplications, comments, unit tests, complexity, potential bugs, and coding rules. You'll...
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Getting Started with Python for the Internet of Things: Leverage the full potential of Python to prototype and build IoT projects using the Raspberry PiPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Build clever, collaborative, and powerful automation systems with the Raspberry Pi and Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Create your own Pi-Rover or Pi-Hexipod robots
	
			Develop practical applications in Python using Raspberry Pi
	
			Build your own Jarvis, a highly advanced...
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Full Stack JavaScript: Learn Backbone.js, Node.js, and MongoDBApress, 2018

	
		
			Learn agile JavaScript web development using the latest cutting-edge front-end and back-end technologies including Node.js, MongoDB, Backbone.js, Parse.com, Heroku, and Microsoft Azure. Using a key project example of a message board app, you will learn the foundations of a typical web application: fetching data, displaying...
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Distributed Systems: Principles and ParadigmsPrentice Hall, 2002

	Presents a complete introduction to distributed principles and paradigms. Author identifies the seven key principles of distributed systems, and presents extensive examples of each. For all developers, software engineers, and architects who need an in-depth understanding of distributed systems.
...
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Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Server Control and Component Development (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
The ASP.NET 2.0 Framework introduced web developers to dozens of new server controls and components, and a greatly expanded and easier structure for writing their own server controls and components. Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Server Control and Component Development covers the breadth of server control functionality as well as the rest of the...
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Java InstantCode: Developing Applications Using JabberSkillSoft Press, 2004
This code-rich reference includes many applications, such as instant technical support, airline reservation, group chatting, contact list, and chat room applications.

Jabber is an open source set of streaming XML protocols used for messaging, such as Instant Messaging (IM), and remote system monitoring. Jabber allows...
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